
Can a buoy be a beacon? 
ALTERNATIVES TO PLASTIC IN 

AQUACULTURE
NE SARE FUNDED PROJECT 2021 COLLABORATION

BETWEEN LONG COVE SEA FARM AND SMITHEREEN FARM



Smithereen farm products, 
from small boat to small jar. 
$50/ pound



Our LPA in COBSCOOK BAY



A coastline of small bays, small villages, , 
small businesses. What scale and regulatory 
framework makes sense here? How can we 
think about best practices that will allow us to 
sustain our working waterfront, and 
differentiate ourselves from the global 
marketplace? 



Majority of seaweed harvested 
in Maine is wild-- only a small 
amount currently grown

ROckweed is sold by 
the wet ton-- $.04/ 
pound



PROJECT DESIGN Knowing that there are impacts caused by 
aquaculture, and that we want to help shape the 
seaweed and shellfish aquaculture sector here in 
Maine to be as sustainable as possible, we set 
out to look at traditional materials and ecological 
approaches to commercial aquaculture. 



DOWNEAST MAGAZINEGood regional press, 
edible Maine and 
Downeast Magazine.



Japanes wooden buoys a vernacular 
tradition to explor with maine boat shops, 
lathes and materials exchange 

Pacific plastic campaigns 
more established

Glass ball 
bouys

Beach trash from 
asian seaweed farms 
washes up in Hawaii



Outreach and exposure
How can the conversations about plastic become a wedge to talk 

about locally owned, conservation minded, suitably sited-- the shape 
of the seaweed economy and shellfish economy we need in Maine 
and the regulations to protect small operators from giant foeign fish 

factories in our waters

webinar

presentation

Panels 
internatio
nal and 
US 
SLOW 
FISH



Connecting the dots, and 
supply chain issues between 

land and sea…
Podcast about 
seaweed, standards, 
and appropriate 
materials in 
aquaculture in this 
national conference 
hosted by REAL 
ORGANIC 
PROJECT, who had 
been supportive of 
the NOP ruling at the 
USDA for higher 
standards on 
seaweed wild harvest 
for organic cultivation 
( fertiliser) next up 
could be a standard 
for seaweed grown 
without plastic..



Basic approach. 
Trial materials, talk to people with experience, get the word out, build network of 

inquiry and test sites, figure out what else has been done, get lots of people excited 
to think in this direction collaboratively, create “aspiring for improvement” feelings.

Our prejudice has been towards traditional materials vs. bioplastics/ 3 D printing..

Build cedar cages for oysters, see how they do
Trial basalt mesh for oyster cages

Trial Cork for oyster floats
Trial coir, hemp rope for seaweed

Trial pine tar for bouys



This is what aquaculture 
application/ descriptions look 
like in Maine, it is not rocket 
science!



FINDINGS
Basalt mesh not durable 

enough!



Temperature data

Heavy metals data, how do aquaculture decisions happen in an ecosystem 
management context? What other interest groups are involved here? 

FISH FARM PROPOSALS
EEL grass beds

Climate change/ sea temperature changes
Big market prices for Seafood products

Investor interest





Positives and negatives



WHAT QUESTIONS TO ASK
There are many moving parts, and also risks in what is 
going on these days with Algae-- it is not all WIN WIN and 
CLIMATE SOLUTIONS, there are risks of genetic 
contamination of wild algae, of blooms, of corporate 
control, already we have seen troubling behavior, 
lawsuits, patents and inadequate regulatory oversigtht



Passamaquoddy tribe has taken 
action to stop over harvest in their 
bays and sovereign areas.

Use of pesticides in Wilapa Bay, 
WA  and with Salmon pen farms in 
Cobscook Bay, ME have caused 
serious consequences. 



Small can be beautiful, there are 
currently no regulations in place in 
Maine to prevent large scale 
aquaculture operations from popping 
up along our coastline.

www.seaweedcommons.org created a short 
film to explore seaweed economy questions 
here in Maine

http://www.seaweedcommons.org


Small community of practitioners many 
with very high ethical and 
environmental standards makes this a 
postivie environment for improvement 
and standard setting, can we get 
organized enough with our practices, 
social commitments, regulations and 
the story we tell about ourselves not to 
lose the water to big operators from 
outside who foul up the water? 



Growing popularity of kelp and seaweed treats is 
driving market expansion and a new sector is 
growing up, FAST. This is the time for setting high 
standards



FIRST DRAFTS and refining research questions

Traditional methods of oyster farming with 
bamboo and rope, no plastic!



Prototypes of Sue 
Van Hook, myco foam 
made from hemp!



PREMISE


